"Reflections in the main city"

Hunter Weiss

Prague, Czech Republic - Eller Summer Internship, CEA
"Magnificently diverse, a morning at the Papal audience"

Josh Dearborn

Vatican City - Eller in Rome, CEA
"Peace in a chaotic city"

Patrick Shaw

Hong Kong, China - Arizona in Shanghai, CEA

Photo C

Eller Global Programs
"Hangin' out"

Anna Schuh

Woolshed Creek Hut trail, New Zealand - Semester Abroad
"Shreddin' the Swiss Alps"

Taylor Garrett
Eller Prague Summer Internship, CEA
"You dim sum, you lose some"

Evan Baker

Hong Kong, China - Eller Summer Internship
"Sloth- Sloth!"

Mark Evans

Amazon, Manaus, Brazil - Eller Global Cohort

Eller Global Programs
"Be a giver of love, a giver of good vibes, and a giver of strength."

Lauren Tolin
Vuelta Grande, Guatemala - Eller Service Learning Trip

Eller Global Programs
"The Midnight Song"

Giuliana Fusco

Venice, Italy - Eller in Rome Semester Abroad, CEA
"You look cold, are you cold?" "I'm from Arizona"

Cali Fisler

Connemara, Ireland - Eller Dublin Internship, CEA

Eller Global Programs
"Jumping into 'Paradise' Beach"

Gracy Slaughter

Mykonos, Greece - Eller in Rome, CEA
"I Louvre France"

Madison Rolley

Paris, France - French Riviera Semester Abroad, CEA